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ABSTRACT

This community service program activity was held at the request of the chairman of the Java Language MGMP for SMA and SMK
in DIY. Based on the situation analysis, it is known that there are very few textbooks used in SMA/SMK in DIY. There is only one
textbook for Javanese language subjects, namely WIBAWA for grades X, XI, and XII. The teachers actually want to improve their
competence to be able to choose and compile the right books for students. In addition, the material in the WIBAWA book still
overlaps and has a level of difficulty that is not suitable for students in SMA/SMK. This condition was then followed up by
conducting training on the legibility of the Javanese language subject book WIBAWA based on the Fry test and BSNP
parameters. The objectives of the PPM activities include: 1) The trainees can understand the criteria for a good textbook; 2)
training participants can explain how to do the Fry test; 3) Training participants can interpret the results of the Fry test; 4) Training
participants can explain the elements of the WIBAWA textbook that must be revised based on the results of the Fry test; and 5)
Training participants can criticize the legibility of the WIBAWA textbook based on BSNP parameters. The method used is
conducting online training with the zoom platform. Secretariat facilities for registration, attendance list, and feedback using web
base services. The results of this activity are: 1) an increase in participants' understanding of the quality of textbooks; 2)
participants can do fry test; 3) participants can interpret the results of the fry test; 4) participants can identify elements that must
be improved based on the fry test; and 5) participants can criticize the quality of textbooks based on BSNP. The feedback from
107 PPM participants gave positive appreciation to this training, it is hoped that it will be followed up as a periodic activity and the
WIBAWA book author team revised the textbook based on the fry test and BSNP parameters.
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